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ASHE’ is a magazine created by young black gxrls from the Fresno Black Girl

Magic Project and the BreakBox Thought Collective.  The magazine provides a

variety of articles ranging from four different categories:

 African-Diasporic Experience, Style, Health, and Expression.  

ASHE’ provides young black gxrls a platform where they can exhibit their

experiences, personalities, and talent freely.  

ASHE’ is for anyone who is interested in learning about the stories of young black

gxrls from a variety of backgrounds and across the gender spectrum who use

writing, art, and modeling to express themselves.

About Us



Editorial Mission
Since 2018, ASHE’ brings young, black female voices to the forefront as

journalists.

ASHE’ is a wonderful source for learning about the black female and non-

binary youth’s perspective on the world around them.  Many of the

articles focus on cultural differences, beauty, mental health, inspirational

stories of Black-owned businesses, and thought provoking stories of

identity and arts activism.  

ASHE’ includes topics relevant to black youth and other people of color in

a print and digital format.



Editorial
Composition

African Diaspora
48%

Health
25%

Style
13.5%

Expression
13.5%



Demographics
Total Audience 

 1,015
Men 16%

Women 84%

Median Age 35-44
13-17: 2%

18-24: 18%
25-34: 37%
35-44: 28%
45-54: 11%

55-64: 2.2%
65+: 2.9%

Top Locations
Fresno: 74%
Clovis: 2.4%

Hanford: 1.2%
Los Angeles:1.5%

Visalia: 1.2%



Check out our website or Social media platforms for links to the newest issue

of our interactive online magazine, including subscriptions, and blog articles.

Digital Edition
Ashe' Magazine digital edition will be available at digital mobile magazine stores and newsstands  in October 2020.

Our readers need access to content at all times during their busy schedules. Ashe' gives this access to our subscribers

through browser based digital editions across all desktop, mobile and tablet browser platforms. Subscribers can now

view their Ashe' magazine collection easily, on any device. Ashe' Magazine continues to invest in this platform adding

interactive features, videos and extra content to add more value for the Ashe' mag subscriber. 





RELATIONSHIP
ADVERTISING
We value our community connections. Ashe'

magazines offers features and custom advertising for

those brands, companies and organizations who have

invested in the Fresno Black Girl Magic Project offering

in-kind services such as master classes, mentoring,

volunteer hours, and other valuable interactions that

contribute to the growth and development of our

participants. Relationship advertising is our way of

saying thank you.

CUSTOM ADVERTISING
Good marketing can be expensive. Let our In house

photographer and design team capture you and your project to

celebrate our partnership and show our appreciation for your

time and resources.

PORTRAITS AND PRODUCT SHOTS
Talk to us about your brand colors and company image. We

want you to shine!  Relationship advertising is our gift to you.

Every business  person needs a high resolution head shot for

their bio. Your Ashe' Magazine photo shoot will provide you

with beautiful portraits  that you can use again and again. 

 Portraits from your photo shoot are available for purchase at a

discounted price. Talk to our Sales Team for more details.

ASHE’

HOW IT WORKS
Your investment in our organization means a lot to us. We want

to share your story. Help us amplify your voice by allowing us

to interview you. This is a great time for us to showcase your

business, project or organization.

DIGITAL FILES We encourage our advertisers and agencies to

supply art in digital format. Acceptable formats are PDF

(PDF/X1-A compliant). All graphics must be converted to

CMYK. All images must be at least 300dpi. 



CORPORATE ADS
Announce your upcoming event with us. 

 We partner with local businesses and

organizations to raise awareness about their

work and services.

 Partnership with Ashe' Magazine is an

awesome way to give back. We gain a lot of

wisdom from our interactions with you.

Sponsorship helps us gain the  soft skills

and industry competencies that we need to

be prepared for a competitive work force.

Ashe' Magazine knows that our readers

want to support businesses and brands that 

give back.

SPONSORSHIPS
We value our community connections. Ashe'

magazines offers features and custom advertising for

those brands, companies and organizations who have

been in relationship with the Fresno Black Girl Magic

Project. When you sponsor a trip or an event for the

Fresno Black Girl Magic Project, we say thank you by

promoting your upcoming events in our Black Parade

section. The newest addition to Ashe' Magazine

designed to show off Black female owned

entrepreneurs and leaders.

ASHE’

DIGITAL FILES We encourage our advertisers and agencies to

supply art in digital format. Acceptable formats are PDF

(PDF/X1-A compliant). All graphics must be converted to

CMYK. All images must be at least 300dpi. 



POSITIONING REQUESTS

ADVERTISING REAL ESTATE
Location. Location. Location!

Ashe' magazine offers five  basic ad locations:

Inside Cover (Premium)

Editor's Letter

Contents Page

Inside Back Cover (Premium)

Back Cover (Premium)

Advertorial and insert rates are available 

upon request. Extra charge for premium

spaces.

ASHE’

DIGITAL FILES We encourage our ad- vertisers and agencies to

supply art in digital format. Acceptable formats are PDF

(PDF/X1-A compliant). All graphics must be converted to

CMYK. All images must be atleast 300dpi. 

Positioning is at the discretion of the Publisher.
Ask us about article proximity. 

 



2019- 2020
 Editorial Highlights 

June 2019-Our inaugural issue was the central focus of

Ashe' Magazine's annual AFreeKouture Coming of Age

gala. In turn, Ashe' magazine featured many of

AFreeKouture's fashion designers and award winners.

February is the release month for our Black History issue,

and will be an annual Special Edition. It's focus will

always be on portraits of Black lives and reclaiming

cultural identity.

In response to  Coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, due to

the Shelter in Place order, our typical June issue was not

possible. As a pivot, we released a historical issue in

September focused on Finding Joy amidst a pandemic

and historical racial protests and political tension.

June  2019

February 2020

September 2020

Inaugural Issue Special Edition Historical Issue



When we started Ashe' magazine, we knew that a void existed.

We believe that Ashe' Magazine is unique as the only one of

three magazines for Black girls  in the United States that is

written by Black girls and Black non-binary youth. The issues

explore aspects of Black life that are not often topics of

conversation in school, or even at the family dinner table. This

makes the content critical, and the need for safe space

essential.

We hope that readers resonate on a human level with the

challenges that Black girls and non-binary youth face in their

journey towards adulthood. We also hope that Ashe' magazine

is a celebration of Black Gxrl Magic!

Blessings + Power

Jamillah "Lila" Finley

Letter From Editor





Sections

African Diasporic Experience

Black Parade, celebrating queens who are winning at business
and in life.

Auntie Mama Sister Friend, inter generational healing and
words of wisdom from the elders.

The Crown Act, explores issues with natural hair in a variety of
settings.

Love Your Roots, features cultural reclamation stories and
Sankofa journeys.

The Mis-Education of Black Students, explains the challenges
Black students face, offering solutions and resources for
educators, parents and students.



Style
I Am Not Your Fetish,
discusses the picking and choosing of certain Afro-centric
features by society to glorify European standards of beauty
or to sexualize and objectify the Black female body.

Street Style, full page features of body positive youth
dressed in every day fashion looking runway ready.

Health
EmoBunny Comic, our resident artist Amaranthia Jones
uses her cartoon to tell the story of her struggles with anxiety
disorder.

Expression
OUTSPOKEN, our spoken word poetry section explores
race, body positivism and issues of identity.

Sections



Expression

Black Boy Joy, celebrates young
Black male and Black non-binary
artists and entrepreneurs.

Expression

Black Girl Magic Audio Files, gets
inside the mind and the music of
Black female indie artists.

Sections



ASHE'
Jamillah "Lila" Finley

FOUNDER

Sales Team
Elisha Henderson

Jammy Harris
Jaymie Maga
Praise Okoli

Savannah Grier
Zee Finley

www.breakboxtc.org
ashemagazinefresno@gmail.com

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM
 @fresnoblackgirlmagicproject @ashe.mag @theaesthetic.lookbook


